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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Thirty-Sixth Day: Thursday, January 18, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 366-108-63-54—30%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #3 Gran Lucky Girl (2nd race)—6-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #1 To Dare (6th race)—8-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#7)GRAYCIEZ SPIRIT: Big late kick in first start for Vitali; logical step up  
(#1)LINDA NIN: Beat a next-out winner last time; second start off a layoff 
(#5)TREATHERLIKESTAR: Like the cutback to 5F trip; marked class drop 
(#4)LADY COVENTRY: She’s two for her last 14; best recent effort on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-5-4 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#3)GRAN LUCKY GIRL: Drops for Barboza; sitting on two sizzling works   
(#4)FLASHING DIAMOND: Chestnut is at her best at GP; likes to win races 
(#6)INTACTUS: She’s a head shy of being a perfect 3-for-3 when in for a tag 
(#7)MARIEALENA: Toss stakes try in slop, nice rider change—tick cheap? 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-6-7 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)SOLVE: Great form while stepping up in class off the claim for Dickey   
(#7)ROYAL MILE: He was in a little deep in last; great fit for a $12,500 tag 
(#4)CHATIMENT: Has placed in 10-of-16 lifetime; first start off the claim 
(#5)MARTINI KID: Scrubbed on in dirt debut; needs early pace assistance 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-4-5 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)MALAGACY: Can run off the T.V. screen fresh; 2-for-2 at Gulfstream   
(#3)RECRUITING READY: Annexed his last three going 6F; fires fresh 
(#6)SONIC MULE: Returns to the allowance ranks; never missed tri at GP 
(#5)YOURDREAMSORMINE: Has placed in 20-of-35 starts; in a tough heat 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-6-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)I WANNA: Young sire gets turf runners; well meant for $35,000 tag? 
(#9)BRAG DUDE: Gets needed class relief; wheeled back off of 13 days rest 
(#8)TEW WAYS: Improved for a quarter; 3rd start of form cycle, first-Lasix 
(#1)WE TAKE CHECKS: Breaks running under Jaramillo; 1-hole a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-8-1 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#1)TO DARE: Love the stretch out to two-turns, Rosario stays—8-1 M.L.   
(#8)QUENANE: Bay is very consistent, gets stalking trip; 2-turns x-factor 
(#7)GOTSOMEMOJO: Versatile fellow’s last win was in a two-turn dirt race 
(#6)MONTCLAIR(IRE): Tries dirt for first time, bred for turf; 1 for last 16 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-7-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#7)CONGRUITY: Beaten chalk in all four starts; blinkers, Gargan the key   
(#3)THE MOMENT IS NOW: Dressed up, nowhere to go last time; 2nd Lasix 
(#5)CLARET JUG: Has a license to improve in his second start; Saez in boot 
(#6)TRUE CONVICTION: Sire’s get are precocious, like turf; value on tote 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-5-6 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)DRIVEN TO COMPETE: Never off the board; 5 bullets in holster for TAP   
(#4)MR ATILA: Cuts back to a 1-turn trip, turf-to-dirt on point—15-1 M.L. 
(#5)BROOKLYN BOBBY: 1st off extended hiatus, bred for grass—underlay? 
(#3)PENDANT: Ridden hard, trailed throughout on debut; 8F trip is a plus 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-5-3 
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RACE NINE 
(#8)KING ANGELUS:  Castellano up, at best on “firm” turf; sharp work tab   
(#9)FOREVER TAKEN: Huge surface change; neck off being 2-for-2 on turf 
(#5)SEATTLE TREASURE: Tough beat for $35K last time; good turf form 
(#7)NONSUCH: Barn hits at a 46% clip off claim; placed in 6-of-8 lifetime 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-9-5-7 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#3)MISS BIONDETTI RAE: Sneaky-good effort in last start; 8-1 on M.L.   
(#2)ELITE HEIR: He has improved off the layoff; 7.5F beyond his scope? 
(#9)PROUD LEGACY: Has early lick and not a ton of pace signed on here 
(#10)NILE PRINCESS: Gets much needed class relief; is 1-for-30 lifetime 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-9-10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


